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Abstract

Many important physical phenomena, such as temper-
ature distribution, air flow, and acoustic waves, are
described as continuous, distributed parameter fields.
Analyzing and controlling these physical processes and
systems are common tasks in many scientific and en-
gineering domains. However, the challenges are multi-
fold: distributed fields are conceptually harder to rea-
son about than lumped parameter models; computa-
tional methods are prohibitively expensive for complex
spatial domains; the underlying physics imposes severe
constraints on observability and controllability.
This paper develops an ontological abstraction and
a structure-based design mechanism, in a framework
collectively known as spatial aggregation (SA), for
reasoning about and synthesizing distributed control
schemes for physical fields. The ontological abstrac-
tion models a physical field as a hierarchy of networks
of spatial objects. SA applies a small number of generic
operators to a field to compute concise structural de-
scriptions such as iso-contours, gradient trajectories,
and influence graphs. The design mechanism uses these
representations to find feasible control configurations.
We illustrate the mechanism using a thermal control
problem from industrial heat treatment and demon-
strate that the active exploitation of structural knowl-
edge in physical fields yields a significant computa-
tional advantage.

Introduction
Continuous, distributed parameter fields are common
physical phenomena: consider the temperature field in
a building, the air flow around an airplane wing, or the
noise from a copy machine. There are enormous prac-
tical benefits to reasoning about and controlling these
physical processes and systems. For instance, the drag
on an airplane can be reduced by analyzing and con-
trolling the air flow around the wings. Temperature in
a "smart" building can be regulated to maximize oc-
cupant comfort while minimizing energy consumption.
Because of the rapid advance in micro-fabrication tech-
nology that can integrate and produce micro-electro-
mechanical system (MEMS) devices on a massive scale,
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we are becoming increasingly reliant on large networks
of sensors, actuators, and computational elements to
augment our ability to interact with and control the
physical environment (Berlin 1994).

However, there is enormous challenge in controlling
and optimizing physical fields using networks of sen-
sors and controllers. The difficulties arise from three
sources. First, a distributed parameter field is concep-
tually harder to reason about and model than a lumped
parameter system such as a circuit. Spatial topology,
metric, material properties and physical laws all come
into play, in addition to the combinatorial structures.
The underlying physical processes might be nonlinear
and defy analytic, closed form solution. Second, numer-
ical methods developed for designing and controlling
physical fields require solving large systems of equations
and hence are prohibitively expensive for large, irregu-
lar geometric domains and highly non-uniform phenom-
ena. Third, physical laws constrain the ability of spa-
tially distributed, local agents to sense and affect the
environment (Seidman 1996). Local sensors and con-
trol elements measure and interact with small neighbor-
hoods around them. Macroscopic consequences are ag-
gregated from local actions. Consequently, the design,
programming, and coordination of distributed compu-
tational agents immersed in physical media require ab-
straction mechanisms, inference methods, and program-
ming languages different from those for reasoning about
and controlling centralized, lumped parameter models.

In this paper, we develop an ontological abstraction
for physical fields and a structure-based design mecha-
nism for reasoning about and synthesizing distributed
control schemes for physical fields. The ontological
abstraction builds neighborhood relations and equiv-
alence classes and describes the structure and behav-
ior of a field in multiple layers of spatial objects. The
design mechanism finds a feasible control design for
a physical field specifying control placement and as-
sociated actions that meet given design objectives; it
employs data types and generic operators to manipu-
late and transform objects. The ontological abstrac-
tion, generic operators, and reasoning mechanisms are
collectively called spatial aggregation (SA); we have
implemented the spatial aggregation language (SAL)
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to support modular programming in this framework.
To determine control placement, SA transforms higher-
level control objectives into local control actions us-
ing divide-and-conquer, exploiting physical constraints
of fields manifested aa locality, continuity, and spa-
tial and temporal scales. SA then optimizes con-
trol design using an influence graph that explicitly en-
codes dependencies between spatial objects. This work
has significantly extended the previously developed SA
framework for data interpretation (Yip & Zhao 1996;
Bailey-Kellogg, Zhao, & Yip 1996) to address new
problems arising from control and optimization of dis-
tributed parameter physical fields.

SA differs from existing numerical design and opti-
mization methods in several important ways. Tradi-
tionally, detailed, labor-intensive numerical simulations
are employed to elaborate consequences of global mod-
els for physical systems. In contrast, our objective is to
construct a qualitative physics model for physical fields
so that behaviors of the fields can be inferred using a
small number of operations on a discrete representa-
tion and explained in terms of object interaction and
evolution. SA constructs explicit structural descrip-
tions for fields from discretizations, measurements, or
other sources. These structural descriptions can be ab-
stracted and articulated to support a variety of infer-
ence, explanation, tutoring, and design tasks. For in-
stance, SA exploits the knowledge of structure to solve
for both structural and parametric design problems,
while most existing numerical methods address para-
metric optimization only.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. First
we present key elements in the field ontology. Then we
show how the ontology helps extract structures from
physical fields. We describe algorithms that use the
structures uncovered in a field to design distributed
control structures and to optimize parameters for such
structures. We provide empirical evidence supporting
our approach. Finally, we discuss related work.

Field Ontological Abstraction

Fields abstract a wide range of continuous, distributed
physical phenomena such as temperature, velocity, and
image data. Formally, a field maps one continuum to
another. A temperature field in a room maps location
to temperature, i.e., R3 ---* /~1. Many important rea-
soning and controlling tasks for physical fields require
compact structural and behavioral descriptions of the
fields.

Consider a problem from manufacturing: heat treat-
ment of a metal sheet (Jaluria & Torrance 1986), 
shown in Figure 11. As part of the manufacturing pro-

1A similar problem arises from temperature control in
semiconductor manufacturing, in which the oven tempera-
ture over a surface of semiconductor wafer must be regulated
by a set of spatially distributed heating lamps to ensure high
yield. This is a challenging control problem in rapid thermal
processing (RTP) of semiconductor wafers because temper-
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Figure 1: Industrial heat treatment of a metal sheet.
The control objective is to heat the material to a desired
temperature at a small number of locations, shown aa
dark circles, so as to minimize temperature fluctuation
across the material.

cess, the temperature distribution over the sheet must
be regulated at some desired profile over a period of
time to minimize damage to the material. To describe
the thermal process in the metal sheet, we need to spec-
ify physical laws, geometry, material properties, and
boundary conditions. In addition, the control objective
specifies a desired thermM profile over the material.

Physical laws governing fields are described by par-
tial differential equations. For instance, the physical
process of isotropic, steady-state heat diffusion is gov-
erned by the Poisson equation:

kv2¢ + 0 = 0
where V2 is the Laplace operator, ¢ is the tempera-
ture, k is material conduction coefficient, and Q is the
source value representing heat per unit time and vol-
ume. The Poisson equation also governs other physical
phenomena such aa gravity and electrostatics. In fluid
dynamics, the motion of fluid is governed by the Navier-
Stokes equation, another well-known partial differential
equation.

A physical field exhibits multiple temporal and spa-
tial scales due to physical properties of the domain, ge-
ometry, boundary conditions, and external forces. Me-
chanical vibrations travel at the speed of sound in a
piece of material. Temperature decays with varying
rates along different directions, determined by mate-
rial property and geometric shape. Acoustic waves mix
and reflect, according to wave lengths and boundary
conditions. The scales and locality permit a continu-
ous, distributed parameter field to be abstracted as a
set of discrete objects by suppressing irrelevant details.
Consequently, the field can be understood by interpret-
ing a compact structural and behavioral representation.
Figure 2 illustrates the spatial objects used in a weather
map, where points denote sampled data, curves repre-
sent isobars connecting points of equal pressure, and
regions indicate low pressure cells. We need to develop
abstractions that explicitly model the field structure
so that other programs can exploit such knowledge for
analysis and design tasks.

SA provides the field ontology that represents a
physical field as a network of spatial objects (Yip 
Zhao 1996; Bailey-Kellogg, Zhao, & Yip 1996). Each
spatial object comprises a geometric description for its

ature non-uniformity often leads to chip defects (KMlath 
others 1996).



Figure 2: Spatial objects in a meteorological map: sam-
ple points, isobar curves, and a region of low pressure.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: A field modeled by a network of local spatial
objects: (a) A regular finite difference grid of objects;
(b) A finite element mesh of triangle objects. Higher-
dimensional fields can be likewise modeled.

spatial extent and a feature description for its values.
For instance, a spatial object in a temperature field
describes a location and the temperature at that loca-
tion. A neighborhood graph (N-graph) encodes spatial
adjacencies among the objects. The spatial objects are
governed by interaction rules relating neighboring ob-
jects. Table 1 summarizes the major elements of the
SA ontology.

Two field discretizations, a regular grid of points
(Figure 3(a)) for a relatively uniform spatial domain,
or a triangular mesh of elements (Figure 3(b)) for 
more complex domain, are particularly useful for the
control and optimization tasks discussed in this paper.
Each spatial object abstracts geometry and physics over
a finite region. Local constraints, derived from a fi-
nite difference approximation to the Laplace operator
at grid points or conservation properties over elements
in a mesh, govern the evolution of the objects. The field
values are determined by a local relaxation method that
iteratively updates spatial objects using the local con-
straints. While the finite difference and finite element
methods commonly used in engineering and science for
numerically approximating a field (Vichnevetsky 1981)
also build and manipulate such discretizations, SA sub-
sumes many of the same operations and provides ad-
ditional mechanisms for reasoning about and exploit-
ing important structures in the fields (e.g. the isobars
and low pressure cell in Figure 2). SA also supports
multi-level approaches (Briggs 1987) that use solutions
at coarse levels to guide solutions at finer levels. Note
that, unlike standard multi-level approaches, SA does
not require uniformity of objects at various levels.

0 Spatial Objects

-- Geometric description

-- Feature description

Examples: temperature; pressure; velocity

¯ Constitutive Laws

Examples:

-- Fourier’s law: heat_flux -~ --k~-T

-- Ohm’s law: charge_flux =--7~-~4v

-- Hooke’s law: stress ---- E-~

¯ Spatial Neighborhood Structures
Examples:

- Minimal spanning tree

- Regular grid neighborhood graph

- Delaunay mesh neighborhood graph

¯ Interaction Rules
Examples:

-- CausM interaction

-- Consistency rules

-- Update rules

Table 1: Spatial Aggregation field ontology.

Qualitative Field Descriptions

Building upon the spatial object abstraction, SA pro-
vides an aggregation-disaggregation algorithm for rea-
soning about structures in physical fields. Figure 4
illustrates the bi-directional mapping between lower-
and higher-level objects within each spatial aggrega-
tion layer (Yip g~ Zhao 1996; Bailey-Kellogg, Zhao,
& Yip 1996). SA employs a sequence of such bi-
directional mappings to mediate the input fields and
higher-level compact descriptions. In the aggrega-
tion process, SA operators aggregate, classify, and
redescribe build a hierarchy of increasingly more ab-
stract spatial object neighborhood graphs (N-graphs)
and equivalence classes. During disaggregation, the op-
erator disaggregate opens up higher-level aggregate
objects to permit control over finer component objects
of the field. The SA operator update establishes local
update rules to propagate information among neigh-
bors. Additional operators act on the objects, fields,
and N-graphs, to search, map, filter, update, form cor-
respondences, and maintain consistency.

The spatial aggregation operators provide powerful
building blocks for developing programs for analysis
and control of distributed physical fields. The oper-
ators modularize user-specified domain-specific knowl-
edge and abstract away many low-level implementation
details. In the following subsections we will show how
these operators extract structures from physical fields;
in later sections these structures will be used for control
design.
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Figure 4: Spatial aggregation and disaggregation sup-
port bidirectional mapping between lower- and higher-
leveI spatial objects. SA aggregates lower-level ob-
jects to form a neighborhood graph, classifies them
into equivalence classes, and redescribes the classes as
higher-level objects. Reciprocally, SA disaggregates
higher-level objects into component objects.

Field Terrain

In many cases, it is helpful to abstract the "terrain" of
a data-massive input field into more qualitative struc-
tures. For example, meteorologists often find isobars
and low pressure cells (Figure 2) a more convenient de-
scription than raw pressure data. The section below on
control design will demonstrate the utility of isotherms
in designing thermal control structures.

While iso-surfaces are often used to abstract the ter-
rain of a field, we will also make use of a dual struc-
ture derived from the corresponding gradient field. The
gradient field is a field with vectors based on spatial
derivatives at each point; the vectors are orthogonal to
iso-surfaces. For example, consider the problem in Fig-
ure 5(a): an irregularly-shaped metal sheet has a hole
near its right end and a single heat source near the cen-
ter of mass. Figure 5(b) shows the temperature gradient
field directions (lengths normalized for visibility), com-
puted from a pointwise description of the temperature.
SA operators aggregate the gradient vectors based
on adjacency of the points (e.g. relate a point to its
4 adjacent neighbors) and classify them into equiv-
alence classes based on similarity in vector direction.
The equivalence classes can be redescribed as higher-
level objects, trajectories, as in Figure 5(c). These tra-
jectories show the structure of steepest-descent paths
through the terrain.

Figure 5: A complex thermal domain: (a) Geometry
and heat source location; (b) Directions of the result-
ing temperature gradient field; (c) Gradient trajectories
aggregated by SA operators.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Thermal hills around sources; the vertical
axis represents temperature value. (a) A single source.
(b) Two fairly independent sources. (c) Two tightly
coupled sources.

Influence Graph

A heat source influences the temperature distribution
in a field through heat propagation. Figure 6(a) shows
the influence of a source on regions around the source
through a "thermal hill": the temperature decays away
from the source. However, the coupling among mul-
tiple sources in controlling a thermal field necessitates
the need for sharing information among sources dur-
ing control parameter optimization, depending on the
coupling strength (Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(c)).

We introduce the influence graph to record the de-
pendencies between control sources and spatial objects
in the field. For a design problem with field nodes
F and source nodes S, an influence graph is a triple
(V,E,w) with vertices V = F U S, edges E = S x 
and edge weights w : E --~ T¢ such that w((s, f)) is
the field value at f given a unit source at s. Hence,
the graph edges record a normalized influence from
each source to each field node; Figure 6(a) can be con-
sidered a pictorial representation of the edge weights
for an influence graph from one source. In many dis-
tribu~ed physical phenomena described by the Poisson
equation, despite nonlinearities in the spatial variables
such as non-uniform conduction characteristics and ir-
regular geometries, the field is linearly dependent upon



control sources and boundary conditions. Hence, the
effects of sources can be combined through a superpo-
sition of influence hills. Influence graphs explicate the
crucial dependencies between sources and thermal field
objects, while hiding other possibly nonlinear effects.

Structure-Based Control Synthesis
For control and optimization tasks, the input to SA is a
physical field modeled as a collection of spatial objects,
a control objective, and a set of optimality constraints.
SA determines a spatially distributed control that ef-
fectively steers the physical process to meet the desired
criteria 2. To determine the structure and parameters of
the distributed control, i.e., the number, location, and
values of control sources, one needs to search the large
design space subject to structural and performance con-
straints:

¯ Structural constraints: geometry, physical proper-
ties, boundary conditions.

¯ Performance constraints: desired profile, optimality
conditions on solutions, restriction on control sources
(placement and strength).

Although many numerical methods exist for the para-
metric design problems, structural design has remained
an ad hoc practice. SA structural design exploits phys-
ical scales of the field to determine the number and lo-
cations of distributed control. Similarly, SA parametric
design exploits the knowledge of dependencies to opti-
mize control values.

As an example, consider again the temperature reg-
ulation problem for a piece of material (Figure 1). The
temperature field is represented by thermal spatial ob-
jects indicating locations and temperature values. A
grid or mesh (Figure 3) explicates spatial adjacencies.
The control objective is to establish a uniform temper-
ature distribution over the entire field, using a small
set of discrete heat sources, subject to constraints on
the number of control sources, maximum source out-
put, and acceptable temperature fluctuations. This
global control objective can be formulated locally by
constraining each thermal object to have a tempera-
ture within some error tolerance of its desired temper-
ature. The available control authority consists of point
sources, each of which regulates temperature in a lo-
cal neighborhood. The design task is to determine the
number, locations, and values of heat sources required
to satisfy the objective.

Field Decomposition

Physical fields possess locality. For instance, after ex-
amining the thermal field in a dumbbell-shaped mate-
rial heated at the heavy ends (Figure 7), we discover
that the isotherms are more sparse along the narrow

2A dual problem concerns placement of sensors for maxi-
mum observability. We will only consider the controllability
problem in this paper and note that the observability prob-
lem can be likewise solved.

Figure 7: Temperature distribution in the dumbbell-
shaped material, heated at the centers of heavy ends.
The temperature gradient is described by isotherms.

while control error is too large

for each unsatisfactory control region r
disaggregate:

generate candidate control partitions:

find weak coupling directions
partition r

optimize control locations/values
replace control with best configuration

update field values

Figure 8: Algorithm for disaggregation-based control
configuration design.

channel of the dumbbell, indicating a very small tem-
perature decay. Intuitively, the heat flux is constrained
by the narrow geometry of the channel. More formally,
physics tells us this direction corresponds to the weakest
coupling direction of the temperature field 3. In order
to control the field using a collection of decentralized
sources, the field must be decoupled into constituent
regions. The qualitative structural description com-
puted by SA formalizes the physical intuition of cou-
pling to permit principled and programmed trade-offs
among different design choices.

The control structure design is accomplished by an it-
erative disaggregation process; the algorithm is outlined
in Figure 8. Given a source configuration, the algorithm
disaggregates a source that does not adequately con-
trol its region, replacing it with multiple more localized
sources that better control subregions. To disaggre-
gate, it makes use of the physical knowledge illustrated
in Figure 7: sparse isotherms, or small gradients, in-
dicate weak coupling. In Figure 7, the best way to
decouple the field is to split the dumbbell in half into
two ends. By placing new sources along directions of
weak coupling, the algorithm divides and conquers the
problem. At each step, multiple possible disaggrega-
tions are considered, and the one with the best error
profile is chosen.

Weak coupling directions are computed using the gra-
dient structures discussed in the section on field terrain
abstractions. The trajectories indicate possible direc-
tions of interest; the algorithm calculates average gra-
dient magnitudes along those directions and chooses
as candidates those with small gradient vector magni-
tudes. In the example of Figure 5, an implementation
of the algorithm chooses directions of weak coupling

3To be precise, this gives the smallest positive eigenvalue
of the Laplacian graph of the field (Spielman & Teng 1996).
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Figure 9: Decomposition of a complex thermal domain.

that yield the disaggregated source structure shown in
Figure 9.

The use of physical structures (gradient-trajectory
N-graph) allows spatial aggregation to design a con-
trol structure that decomposes a field into components
that can be controlled relatively independently by a dis-
tributed set of sources.

Control Optimization

Once a source placement has been designed, the actions
for the sources must be optimized. While algorithms for
multi-parameter optimization exist (Press et al. 1986),
they are computationally expensive for large problems
and difficult to parallelize for distributed applications.

The basic optimization algorithm follows the struc-
ture of many standard multi-parameter optimizers: re-
peatedly adjust each source’s value4 in the direction
that minimizes error. We will show how physical knowl-
edge, in the form of an influence graph, can significantly
improve the performance of numerical optimization. In
particular, the influence graph will be used (1) to dra-
matically speed up the computation in optimization,
and (2) to cooperate among distributed optimization
processes for the sources.
Efficient field evaluation

During each step of an iterative optimization process,
the field is evaluated using the relatively expensive, it-
erative relaxation method on the spatial objects. How-
ever, recall that an influence graph caches field infor-
mation for normalized sources. Thus the field value for
a spatial object can be calculated by simply summing
the influences of edges coining into the node, weighted
by the control source values5. The computation is ex-
tremely fast. Since the field has to be recomputed at
every step of optimization, the influence graph results
in a drastic speed-up in computation.
Cooperation among distributed optimization
processes

While we want to independently optimize sources, in
reality there is coupling -- the heat from one source
affects the temperature in the region which another

4Position can also be optimized in this manner, but space
prohibits detailed discussion of extensions to handle that.

5The influence graph essentially pre-computes and caches
the inverse of the capacitance matrix of the field in a de-
centralized fashion, and is particularly efficient when sources
are sparse. Boundary conditions can be treated the same as
sources.

source is trying to optimize, as shown in Figure 6(b)
and (c). Since the influence graph records dependence
of field nodes on sources, it guides the search through
the large design space to make appropriate use of co-
operation among independent source optimization pro-
cesses.

When a source is adjusted, it must estimate the er-
ror due to that adjustment. One approach is to con-
sider only the region assigned to the source by the
structure design, but that ignores the influence on the
other regions. Alternatively, a source can consult the
entire temperature field, but that requires much com-
munication. Better yet, we can recompute those field
nodes strongly affected by a source more frequently. If
a source only weakly affects a temperature node, we
need not assign it much blame/credit for the error at
that node. The influence graph is used to compute
source-field communication frequency as a function of
the amount of influence.

Structural knowledge can also be used to indicate the
potential need for joint source optimization. For exam-
ple, the influence graph indicates regions strongly influ-
enced by multiple sources, in turn suggesting the need
for cooperative optimization of the sources. This can
help avoid ridges in the optimization landscape.

Performance
The design algorithms, when applied to several prob-
lems, result in competitive designs and run-time per-
formance.

Control structure design through field decomposition
is extremely fast; the design time is dominated by the
parametric optimization that must be performed at
each step. For example, in an implementation using
the C++-based SA library on a 100-MHz Pentium sys-
tem with Linux and gcc, it takes about 8 seconds to
classify and redescribe the gradient trajectories on the
ll03-node P-shaped field in Figure 5. As previously
mentioned, there are no standard structure-design al-
gorithms against which to compare the results, but on
a variety of problems, the SA-based design consistently
outperformed anything we hand-designed.

As expected, using influence graphs to solve for fields
given new source configurations results in enormous
savings. For example, on the system and field described
above, it takes about 49 seconds to iteratively solve for
the temperature, while it takes less than 0.02 seconds to
solve directly with an influence graph. Since the solving
must be performed at each iteration, the savings add up
quickly.

Finally, parametric design successfully uses influence
graphs to guide distributed source optimization. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes results for parametric design on a reg-
ular 20x20 discretized thermal field. The first two opti-
mizers (Gauss-Newton and Broyden-Fletcher-Golfarb-
Shanno) are Matlab’s implementations of two standard
global multi-parameter optimization algorithms (Sim-
plex search optimization was omitted because it failed
to converge within 300 steps on all of these tests.)



4-corner

# iterations 19 14 21 19 17

# communic. 24624 18144 27216 10572 2332

error .2028 .2028 .2028 .2037 .2281
4-center

# iterations 20 14 24 21 19

# communic. 25920 18144 31104 21004 6980

error .3459 .3459 .3459 .3463 .3621

16-tiled

# iterations 56 213 36 49 46

# eomnmnic. 290304 1104192 186624 161790 50535

error .1164 .1164 .1167 .1181 .1189

Table 2: Parametric design performance data.

The SA-based optimizers use an implementation with
default parameters and varying amounts of communi-
cation: SA1 updates each field object based on each
source every iteration, while SA2 and SA3 update field
objects with frequency proportional to influence, with
two different constants of proportionality. The optimiz-
ers were run on three different tests: four sources near
the corners of the grid, four sources near the center of
the grid, and sixteen sources tiled over the grid. Three
performance results are shown for each test: the num-
ber of iterations for convergence, the total source-field
node communication6, and the average squared error
across the thermal field. Actual run-time is roughly
proportional to the number of communications.

These results show that on prototypical multi-
parameter optimization problems, the SA structure-
based design competes well with other optimization
techniques in both speed and error, and can dras-
tically reduce the amount of communication among
distributed optimization processes. In problems with
larger domains, there will be even fewer field nodes
strongly influenced by a source (depending of course on
geometry, material properties, and so forth), providing
even greater potential savings.

Discussion
Spatial aggregation exploits physical knowledge to build
multi-layer spatial aggregates that can be used to au-
tomatically generate explanations for why higher-level
control decisions are made. For instance, the field ge-
ometry might induce a weak gradient direction; hence,
SA refines spatial objects along that direction in order
to decouple the field. In contrast, traditional numerical
simulations require humans to interpret and explain the
results.

Traditionally, qualitative physics has focused on
lumped parameter models of physical systems. For in-
stance, the device ontology describes an electrical cir-
cuit as a network of components, while abstracting away

Sin the Matlab-based routines, essentiaJly each source
communicates with each non-boundary field node each
iteration.

the spatial dimension (DeKleer & Brown 1984). How-
ever, many important physical phenomena are mod-
eled as spatially distributed parameter systems. The
SA field ontology describes such physical phenomena
by encapsulating the important spatial information in
the spatial objects and the neighborhood structures,
permitting efficient reasoning about these phenomena.

Unlike control design for lumped parameter linear
systems, few analytic design techniques have been
developed for distributed control of large physical
fields (Sandell Jr. et al. 1978). In practice, the design
is often accomplished by brute-force numerical simu-
lations. SA offers a powerful modeling framework and
an alternative mechanism for synthesizing decentralized
control. The multi-resolutional SA model is particu-
larly useful for formulating structural design problems
that are not well addressed by numerical methods.

Doumanidis (Doumanidis 1997) addressed the prob-
lem of control parameter optimization for distributed
parameter systems. He introduced a first-order approx-
imation to local effects of heat sources during the op-
timization. However, his approach ignored effects of
geometries and how a field can be decomposed using
the structural knowledge.

The design techniques introduced here rely on two
important pieces of physical knowledge: locality and
linear superposability of control. Locality makes it
possible to decouple a field and separately consider a
source’s effects on strongly-influenced nodes and on
weakly-influenced nodes. We note that certain prob-
lems, such as heat transfer with highly conductive ma-
terials, may not possess strong locality; such problems
are less amenable to a decompositional approach. Many
physical processes (e.g. heat conduction, gravity, elec-
trostatics, and incompressible fluid flow) are linear in
control. This fact makes it possible, for example, to
calculate temperature as a sum of influences from dif-
ferent heat sources. Influence graphs encapsulate other
possibly nonlinear irregularities in physical fields, ex-
posing linear dependence on source values. Extensions
to transient problems make a direct use of spatiotem-
poral structures; for example, an influence graph would
represent the influence of a source’s heat at a given time
on thermal field objects at various points in time.

Many other interesting papers have studied problem
decomposition and interaction among sub-problems.
For instance, the patti-game algorithm decomposes
high-dimensional state-spaces for learning control
strategies (Moore &; Atkeson 1995). Similarly, Bradley
and Zhao presented several methods for synthesizing
nonlinear control laws in phase spaces (Bradley &; Zhao
1993); their methods partition phase spaces into man-
ageable subspaces. Bertsekas uses adaptive aggrega-
tion in dynamic programming to group states and
their dependencies into meta-states according to resid-
ual errors (Bertsekas &; Castanon 1989). Williams
and Millar (Williams & Millar 1996) and Clancy and
Kuipers (Clancy &: Kuipers 1997) present two different
methods for decomposing large models and reasoning



about the interactions of sub-components. Our work
differs from these in that it uses structural knowledge
(e.g. isotherms and influence graphs) of distributed pa-
rameter fields to guide decomposition and cooperation.

Other researchers have developed related frameworks
and systems for reasoning about spatial, analogue
representations of the physical world. Williams and
Nayak discussed model-based methods for modeling,
configuring and programming distributed physical sys-
tems (Williams & Nayak 1996). Lundell presented 
qualitative model for distributed parameter physical
fields (Lundell 1996). Forbus et al. developed the Met-
ric Diagram/Place Vocabulary (MD/PV) framework
for qualitative spatial reasoning (Forbus, Nielsen, 
Faltings 1991). In computer scene analysis, Hummel
and Zucker formalized a class of problems called re-
laxation labeling that computes a consistent labeling
for a network of objects (Hummel & Zucker 1983).
In comparison to the above work, the SA framework
focuses on structure recovery and control of spatial
fields. It differs from relaxation labeling in that SA
builds multi-layer spatial aggregates to exploit a vari-
ety of spatial and temporal constraints. It also differs
from many neural net based learning and optimization
methods in that SA explicitly models and exploits field
topological structures. This paper develops SA mech-
anisms for controlling physical fields that significantly
extend the framework developed in (Yip & Zhao 1996;
Bailey-Kellogg, Zhao, & Yip 1996).

Conclusions
This paper advances the state-of-the-art in qualitative
physics and spatial reasoning in several ways. It has de-
veloped the SA ontological abstraction for distributed
parameter physical fields and a structure-based design
mechanism for synthesizing placement and parameters
for distributed control of the fields. SA extracts mean-
ingful structures from continuous fields so that design
decisions can be articulated using discrete spatial ob-
jects. SA introduces the influence graph to manage the
search space during optimization and to avoid repeat-
edly recomputing field values. Because spatial aggre-
gates comprise mixed numeric, geometric, and symbolic
descriptions, we expect SA to take advantage of and
complement the arsenal of existing numerical methods.

This research addresses several scientific and engi-
neering concerns central to artificial intelligence. We
expect SA to shed light on bi-directional mappings
between macroscopic decisions and local actions in
biological and engineered systems. In addition, SA
aims to systematize design principles and program-
ming methodologies for interpreting and controlling dis-
tributed parameter physical fields, and to provide useful
tools for practicing engineers.
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